
 
 

Propane Leak Recognition and Precautions 

The warning signs of a propane leak include: 

• A foul odor that is similar to the smell of rotten eggs 

• Dirt spraying in the air 

• A hissing sound 

• Bubbling in a pond, creek or river 

• Dead or dying vegetation 

If you suspect a propane leak or come in contact with a propane pipeline, take the following precautions:  

• Leave the area immediately and abandon any equipment being used in or near the suspected leak 

• Go to a safe location and immediately call Alliant Gas at 928-474-2294 

• DO NOT light a match, start an engine, use a cell phone, switch electrical devices on/off or do anything that may cause 

a spark 

• DO NOT attempt to operate pipeline equipment 

• DO NOT attempt to extinguish a propane fire 

If you smell gas or suspect a gas leak, leave the area and call Alliant Gas (928-474-2294) or 911 immediately. 

Pipeline Purpose and Reliability 

Pipelines are an integral part of America’s transportation network that deliver vital resources to your home, workplace and 

community.  Propane pipelines supply the energy for heat, lights, and various energy needs that help us maintain our quality of 

life.  Propane is the cleanest of the conventional fuel sources available to provide the energy that America needs.  Pipelines are 

considered to be the safest way to transport propane.   

Damage Prevention 

Contact Arizona 811 by dialing 811 or 1-800-782-5348 at least two business days before you dig, auger or move dirt in any way 

in Arizona.  Alliant Gas will mark underground propane pipelines so you can work safely.   

If you see suspicious activity or non-routine excavation around pipeline facilities or pipeline right-of-way, immediately report it to 

Alliant Gas at 928-474-2294. 

BEFORE YOU DIG, DIAL 811 OR 1-800-782-5348 

Pipeline Replacement 

Alliant Gas will replace approximately 48 miles of Aldyl-A main and service piping currently in service in the Payson area at a rate 

of nine (9) miles every three (3) years. 
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